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Almost every weekend on 
Saturday or Sunday a group will 
meet to play 18 or 9 holes on 
the Hogedijk course, near the 

AMC and IKEA.  It’s a mixed group, 
different levels and a range of golf 
aspirations.  Some play most weeks, 
some turn up every couple of months. 
Once you are on the maillist, the weekly 
invitation for the following weekend will 
fall into your mailbox at the start of the 
week, then it’s first come allocation of 
the 12 places in the three flights for the 
weekend.

On a typical playing morning, we’ll meet 
somewhere in the carpark, the café or 
on the range to hit a few balls to warm 
up.  Then it’s time to register and pay in 
reception, then out onto the course, for a 
friendly game, qualifying for handicap or 
not, as you wish. Afterwards we usually 
collect in the clubhouse or on the terrace 
for a drink and a snack and share the story 
of the round.  
If you would like to try a round, or just 
interested in more information please 
drop a note to the mailbox with any 
questions or request to be added to the 
maillist. 
While the level is mixed and there’s no 
handicap threshold, players need to 
be able to navigate the course without 
too much delay or risk. Typically in the 
Netherlands a “Golf license” (GVB) is 
required, but evidence of handicap/
membership of clubs in other countries is 
also sufficient as many visitors don’t have 
the Dutch GVB.

Here’s the BritSoc Golf mailbox:

britsocgolf@gmail.com

Here’s the English summary  page of the 
website for the Hogedijk course, with info 
about location, greenfees and facilities 
(more info on Dutch pages!):
http://www.dehogedijk.nl/dehogedijk/
de-baan/english

Some regular players are members of 
the Olympus Club based at the course, 
paying a yearly subscription, and options 
also exist for a yearcard. Here’s a link to 
the club site, in Dutch, but we or the club 
reception can answer most questions:
http://www.olympusgolf.nl/

And Britsoc 
Golf is out on 

the course: 

By Simon Lake
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Spring is in the air


